FROM RICHES TO RAGS
Harry R Guggenheim, Ivar Kreuger, Samuel Insull and
Thomas W. Lament—heroes all. The last issue before the
Wall Street crash carried a triple-page announcement of the
new magazine Fortune, at the "unique price of $10 a year/*
which proclaimed the "generally accepted commonplace that
America's great achievement has been Business/* Other large
advertisements featured Babson's Reports ("Your Dollars—
Are They Continuously and Efficiently at Work?"), the
Hamilton watch ("Can you tell a successful man by the
time he carries?"), Robert L Warshow's new book The Story
of Wall Street ("These giants march through its pages . * *
like the adventurers of the middle ages * . * Daniel Drew, Jim
Fisk, Jay Gould, Vanderbilt, Hill, Harriman * . . and the
many others whose exploits have astounded the nation"),
and the investment services of a firm to collapse in 1932 leav-
ing millions in defaulted bonds, S. W, Straus 8 Co. ("He in-
vests his modest earnings in good sound securities"). They
represented the stimuli which beat incessantly upon the mind
of the average magazine reader.
Masses of Americans who bought their first bonds in the
liberty loans of 1918 had lately turned to more speculative
issues. Advertisements flaunting high prices instead of bar-
gains—from $45,000 apartments on Park Avenue and bath-
rooms equipped with "Crane Louis XVI Trianon Fittings
Gold-Plated," down to $2,50 lipsticks and razor blades at
three for fifty cents—set the sumptuary scale for a generation
of easy money. To keep abreast of the traffic in this climb to
the highlands of permanent prosperity, the stock market was
the obvious vehicle. In 1920 there had been 29,609 stock-
brokers in the United States; within ten years they had
jumped to 70,950. It was commonly observed that a great
many citizens no longer read the front page of their news-
paper, but turned hurriedly to the financial columns. Tabloid
papers and tip sheets offered investment advice to amateurs.
Over the radio flowed the voice of the "Old Counselor,"

